Abstract-This paper proposes the use of a specific type of categories for modeling and fusing information in complex systems in which uncertainty of various types need to be taken into account.
I. INTRODUCTION in uncertainty analysis.
Uncertain systems in general, and fusion systems in particular, all share a number of common basic features, namely:
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. What is a category: general definition
i) facts, rules, observed data are information or knowlii) there exist interactions among things in i);
iii) we need to combine the above pieces of information Typical examples are probabilistic systems and fuzzy systems:
edge of some type; in order, e.g., to reach some decision. 0 In probabilistic systems, the modeling and fusion of information can be carried out by using the well established calculus of probabilities, coupled with methodologies such as Bayesian techniques, probability logic, etc.
0 In fuzzy systems, there are ad hoc procedures to be used; only some of them are justified -e.g., by StoneWeierstrass theorem on approximation of functions.
In genera2 complex systems, in which information contains both randomness and fuzziness as uncertainty, there seems to be a need to develop new mathematics for a "quality science" which could produce reliable products! A moment of thought shall reveal that the elements i),
ii), and iii) listed above fall perfectly into the framework of category theory. Indeed:
A category C consists of: 
B. Towards relevant examples of categories
This was a general description of categories. We are interested in categories which are relevant for representing knowledge, especially uncertain knowledge about systems. We would like objects of our category to represent pieces of knowledge, and morphisms to represent relations between different pieces of knowledge. Let us give us some examples of possible relevant categories. In each system, we may have different types of interactions; each interaction is described as an operation. Therefore, to describe all possible types of interaction, we must use a set of all operations corresponding to these types.
C.
As a result, a system is represented as a pair (S, Q ) consisting of a set S and of a collection 52 of operations on this set. In mathematical logic and model theory, such a pair is called a signature. Therefore, the authors of this notion called the category of such objects the category of signatures [3] .
How can we define a morphism for such a category? In general, speaking informally, a morphism is a mapping which preserves the main properties of the described objects; e.g.:
a in the category of topological spaces, morphisms are mapping which preserve continuity;
In our case, a "morphism" between two systems (S,Q) and (S', Q') would mean that we assign to every element or subsystem s 6 S of the first system some element or subsystem f ( s ) E S' of the second system, in such a way that each operation cp E fl of arbitrary arity n from the first system maps into an appropriate operation g(cp) E Q' of the second system, appropriate in the sense that:
0 its arity is the same (= n) as the arity of (p, and 0 for every n elements/subsystems SI,. . . , sn E S, the result of applying the new operation g(cp) to the images f ( s i ) of the objects si is the same as the image of the result cp(s1, . . . , sn) of applying the original op- 
E. Third example: category representation of probabilistic knowledge
A large part of knowledge consists of if-then rules, Le., of statements of the type "if a then b" ( a =+ b). Typically, we are not 100% sure about the universal validity of each rule; different if-then rules may have different "degree of validity", i.e., different "strength". A natural way to describe the strength of a rule is to estimate the portion of cases in which this rule works, or, in other words, to estimate the conditional probability P(bla) that b is true under the condition that a is true. So, in general, a probabilistic knowledge can be described as a mapping which assigns, to rules of the type a + b, the corresponding conditional probability. In general, the set of all possible conditions a and the set of all possible conclusions b can be the same set; however, in many practical cases, these sets are different: e.g., in medical diagnostics, a is a symptom, and b is a diagnosis.
How can we describe the corresponding object in terms of category theory? Probabilities are usually described in terms of a probability space (Q, A, P ) , where R is the set of elementary euents, A is the set of events (i.e., subsett of Q ) , and P : A -+ [0,1] is a function whose value P(a)
is called the probability of the event a.
In terms of probability space, the set of all conditional probabilities P(bla) can be described as a triple (d,r,B (X,r,A) , where X is a set of objects, A is a set of fuzzy concepts, and r : X x A + K. Such a triple is called a Chu space [l] .
It is therefore natural to consider Chu spaces (with a fixed set K ) as objects of the new category. How can naturally define morphisms of this new category? In other words, how can we naturally define a morphism between two K-Chu spaces A = ( X , r, A ) and B = (Y, s, B) ? Similarly to the category of signatures, we want to map every object x E X into the corresponding object f(z) E Y .
For category of signatures, we also mapped each operation on the first system into an operation on the second system, At first glance, it may seem that in our case, For A = (X,r,A) and B = (Y,s,B) , a morphism s (f(4, b) .
INTERACTIONS AND FUSION OPERATORS
A . Interaction
Interactions among pieces of information are difficult to model in general:
0 For random variables, independence is easy to characterize, but the dependency possesses various forms.
0 In Bayesian networks, conditional probabilities can be used to model causal effects (including bi-directional causal effects).
0 For fuzzy knowledge, dependence is even more difficult to describe.
When pieces of information are of more general nature, it seems that a general concept of morphisms in category theory is useful to model their interactions. In particular, the Chu morphisms are attractive because they exhibit bi-directional interaction S. 
Iv. EXAMPLES OF C H U CATEGORIES
A . Probabilistic System
Take K = [0,13. To embed probabilistic systems into a Chu category, we proceed as follows. We start out with a category P , where objects Ob(P) are probabllity spaces, and morphisms M ( P ) are measure-preserving maps. n o m P, we consider the dual category P*, -1 ( b ) ) . 
